Smith Publicity Tips for Authors: Using Social
Media to Augment Book Marketing
Campaigns
Social Media - When Done Correctly - Can
Enhance a Book Marketing Campaign
CHERRY HILL, NJ, U.S., January 4, 2019
/EINPresswire.com/ -- Social media is
everywhere and has affected virtually
every industry. From advertising and
branding to consumer reviews and viral
videos, the impact of social media can’t
be overstated. It’s no different with
book marketing. Authors are all over
platforms; from Facebook and Twitter
to Instagram and LinkedIn.
Some experts tell authors social media
is for the most part useless when
promoting a book, and others go so far as saying social media is absolutely essential to book
publicity.
The truth is somewhere in between these two viewpoints.
Some experts believe social
media is useless when
promoting a book, and
others go so far as saying
social media is absolutely
essential to book publicity.
The truth is somewhere in
between.”
Dan Smith

The Smith Publicity view on social media is straightforward:
If authors can afford to pay someone to handle their social
media, or if they have sufficient time to do it on their own,
it’s a great way to augment a book publicity campaign.
While there are agencies that promote a book through
social media only, such services are typically combined
with digital marketing and paid advertising, so they aren't
truly social media campaigns. In our experience, relying
only on social media will typically not move the needle
significantly when it comes to book sales, and some type of
book PR service should be employed.

Social media does provide credibility for an author. Many media contacts will check out an
author’s online footprint and special media platforms to see if there are “legitimate.” That’s why
you’ll often read about an author or see or hear them in an interview, and note that the number
of followers they have on a platform – if it’s a high number!
However, many authors don't consider this fact: If you’re going to be on social media, keep your
profiles and activity current, or, stay off social media altogether. It’s better not to be on social
media than have a Twitter account that’s been dormant for a year or a Facebook page that
doesn't even have your picture. You’ll have more credibility, ironically, if you have no social media
presence but have a terrific website, than if you have an impressive social media following and a

terrible website.
The two roads of book publicity and social
media merge perfectly together when
one supports the other. For example, repurposing media runs – interviews, print
coverage, etc. – on social media is an
excellent way to populate platforms with
good content. You significantly expand
the reach of your media coverage by
pushing it through to your social media
followers.
Additionally, reaching out to an editor or
producer via social media, or mentioning
them in your own posts, tweets, etc. can
be a great way to establish media
connections that could then result in
coverage. Also, simple things such as
thanking a host or editor via social media
after you have an interview or are
covered in print can mean a lot to a
media contact – it will make you more
memorable and can lead to additional
opportunities.
Author social media activities can go awry
if an author doesn't avoid a few common
mistakes such as:
•Being overly promotional. If you go
online and tell people how great your
book is, you’ll look pushy, amateurish,
and desperate. You need to provide
information, tips, or do something fun
with your followers to forge authentic
connections that subsequently motivate
them to buy your book.
•Engaging in controversial or negative
conversations. Let’s face it, social media –
as wonderful as it can be – can extremely
negative, often teeming with negativity.
For authors, treat social media like a
business. You’re not there to comment on
politics or celebrities, you’re there to
spread word about you and your book.
Jump into controversial topics, and it can
be a rabbit hole you’ll regret for a very
long time.
•Mixing business with your personal life
Cherry Hill, NJ office staff
on social media. You can have author
platforms or personal ones, just don't mix
the two.
•If you want to comment on other books, follow the rule of: if you don't have something nice to
say, don’t say anything. Positivity breeds positivity, and the same applies to negativity.
•Don't be on too many platforms. Typically, authors should choose two platforms and devote
their time to maintaining them.

•Choose the right platforms. For books that include photographs or visuals, or cover a topic
that lends itself to visuals, Instagram can be ideal. Business book authors should generally
always be on LinkedIn, and Twitter (again, if you have the time to keep it current) can be effective
for all authors.
•Give something to get something. The best way to get something – a book sale, for example –
is to give something first. Offer a free chapter download of your book. Create a fun contest that
your followers will genuinely enjoy. Offer to give books away to a specific number of people if
they reach out to you by a certain time.
Social media can be an excellent tool to augment a traditional book marketing campaign. In our
experience at Smith Publicity, it is difficult to fully promote a book through social media alone.
Book marketing and traditional media coverage remains the most direct, effective way to spark
book sales, enhance author brands, and create additional opportunities such as speaking
engagements, new business opportunities, etc.
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